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“Nonsense, you get down here now, my granddaughter Star Goose has been thinking about you for the
past ten years, and you have the nerve?”

“Hahaha, thank you Elder Star Vladimir for your love.”

At that moment, Star Yao said, “Star Vladimir, Zhou Mi he’s an Earth Immortal now.”

“What.”

Star Vladimir immediately felt, it was true that he was an Earth Immortal.

“This, how is this possible.”Star Vladimir was also dumbfounded.

“Alright, it’s just pre-Earth Immortal, it hasn’t surpassed you yet, why are you so shocked, truth be told,
I have something even more shocking that I haven’t let you know yet.”omi said.

Xingyao said, “I don’t believe it at all, there’s still something more shocking in the world than
upgrading from Pre-Mortal Immortal to Pre-Earth Immortal in ten years.Zhou Mi, don’t disturb me, I
want to have some peace and quiet.”

“I don’t believe there’s anything more shocking either.”Star Vladimir said with a pale face as well.

omi said, “It’s just a pity that I can’t let you know about this even more shocking matter yet.”

“Why?” One second to remember to read the book

“For my safety.”If omi was known right now that he was a rank four Immortal Pill Master, it was
estimated that the strongest person from the Gao Family would be the first to come and exterminate
omi to prevent it from cooking into a big mistake in the future.

Even another fourth-grade Immortal Pill Master in the Upper Fell Hell Continent would send someone
to kill Zhou Mi, who didn’t want anyone to share the honor of being the only fourth-grade Immortal
Pill Master with him.

Star Luo asked, “That, has the family ancestor returned?Or is there any news.”

“Where’s the news, it’s only been ten years.”

“Oh.”Xing Luo was a little depressed, she hated to become omi’s woman soon, if the family ancestor
didn’t come back, she would never be able to have anything more intimate with omi.

“Zhou Mi, we have prepared a sumptuous dinner tonight to welcome you back, I wonder if you would
be willing to be honored to come.”Starry said.

“Of course, the Star Clan is so polite, how can I not be rewarded, I will be there tonight.”



“Good, then I’ll be waiting for you.”

Star Yew and Elder Star Vladimir left one after another.

omi returned to his previous residence in the Star Clan, where the doors and windows were closed.

Tian Xiang said, “Don’t look, it’s been ten years, Yun Zi and Yun Meng, they must have already
returned to their hometown.”

omi said, “Speaking of which, it’s been a long time since I’ve been back to the Yunluo Immortal
Kingdom, it’s time to go back and see my parents frommy previous life.”

“I’ll accompany you back.”

“Okay, but before I go back, I must find my other relatives.”

That night, omi went to the banquet.

The Xing Clan hosted omi in grand style.

Of course, at the dinner table, the woman named Star Goose came too.

Star Goose looked at omi with a grumpy face.

Unfortunately, omi ignored her.

Although Star Goose wasn’t worse looking than Star Luo, omi wasn’t interested, and with omi’s current
worth, for him to be interested, it had to be a woman who was more powerful than her.Like the
previous Star Luo and Tian Xiang.

The next day, omi began to search for Maku Qianji and the others, wondering where they were in
closed-door cultivation.

omi had changed his appearance so the general public wouldn’t recognize him, omi wasn’t the best
time to return yet.

After searching for a few days, omi finally found Maku Qianji and the others in a remote residential
area.

To omi’s surprise, they had all become immortals.

“No way, under normal circumstances, there shouldn’t be one who has become an Immortal yet, how
come they’ve all become Immortals?Hey, no, there’s one person missing.”

omi swept their situation from his Immortal Thoughts in a flash, and omi noticed that there was one
person missing.

Right now, in the hall of this private residence.

Little Fire said, “Why don’t we go out and look for Minister, we’re all immortals anyway.”

“It’s been ten years, Tzu-Chen should have returned, and from what I know of him, he’ll definitely
return after his business.”



“Let’s wait another year, if Chen hasn’t returned after a year, we’ll go out, we can’t stay here forever
after all.”

“Phew.”omi appeared in this private house in a flash.

“Ah.”Everyone jumped in shock and said Cao Cao, Cao Cao arrived.

“Everyone, sorry to keep you waiting.”omi said.

“Tzichen.”Maku Qianji flung himself into omi’s arms with red eyes.

“Come on, come together for a hug.”omi said to Lu Yuxi, Xiaobai, as he saw how much they also
wanted to jump on him.

As expected, several women ignored all that and jumped on them, omi hugged them several girls and
said, “I’m sorry for causing you all to suffer.”

“It’s okay, it’s good that you were able to return to us,”Maku Qianji said.

omi said, “Where did Tang Huan go?Why isn’t she here?And how come you’re all fairies?There’s no way
you’ve all become immortal in ten years.”

“Tang Huan she.”Everyone wanted to stop talking.

“What’s wrong?”

Bar, there’s a sub minister Tang Huan’s former mother’s woman came, she took Tang Huan away, and
when she took Tang Huan away, that senior saw us as Tang Huan’s friends and helped us, all of us
became immortal.Otherwise, we really don’t know when we’ll become immortal, it’s so damn hard to
become immortal, so hard that I want to give up.”Even Little Fire felt difficult enough to want to give
up, showing how difficult it was to become an Immortal.

“So, Tang Huan’s mother from his previous life is quite interesting.”

“Yes, her self-inflicted cultivation to help us become immortal is indeed meaningful enough.”

omi said, “Then why didn’t she take you guys with her?”

“How is this possible, we’re not related to her, we must be incredibly weak in her eyes, it’s impossible
for such a weak burden to take us away.”

“What about Tang Huan her?”

“Naturally, she didn’t want to leave, but there was no way, her former mother took her by force.We
didn’t stop her, after all, after she leaves with her former mother, her future will be bright, and when
we meet again in the future, we might not even be from the same world.”

“Don’t be envious, everyone, follow me, I will also let you gradually become powerful immortals.”

Maku Qianji was busy asking, “Zichen, what is your situation now?It should be almost at the late stage
of Human Immortal.”

“If I’m still in the late Human Immortal stage, then I will have no face to see you, I’m now in the early
Earth Immortal stage.”



“What, what.”Everyone was startled.

Purple Pupil said in shock, “Uncle Minister, do you mean that you’re now as powerful as that emperor
of the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom?Gosh, that’s too strong.”Zi Hitomi’s impression was that the emperor
was incomparably strong, as irresistible as the heavens.

omi smiled at Zi Hitomi and said, “Zi Hitomi, the words ‘as strong as the sky’ deeply hurt my pride.”

“Ah, you.”

“I could have slapped that emperor to death with one slap, yet you guys say that I’m just as powerful
as him, everyone say that’s not very hurtful.”
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